complexity but rather moved nimbly within quadrants of the two-dimensional (2D) modeling space charted by two orthogonal axes characterizing model scope and level of realism (Fig. 1B) .
A look at this space illustrates that to achieve qualitative insight, simple Boolean (39) , Bayesian (40) (Box 1), ODE (41) , or stochastic (13, 21) models or physical estimates (37) that are focused and conceptual may include few details and make few predictions, but these predictions can be important. A model can be "bigger" and its scope more broad, but the level of realism can stay similar to that of the focused conceptual models. For example, broad and conceptual PDE (42) , Boolean (8) , or network (43) models can describe mathematically very large interacting systems but use only causal links between genes and/or proteins and so predict just qualitative features of emergent spatial-temporal patterns. However, focused models with relatively few mathematical details (25, 36) can be accurate and mechanistic when precise numbers matter as well as qualitative insight. The broad and mechanistic models (17, 19, 22, 23, 44) are useful when there is a need to mathematically integrate detailed quantitative data and to test precisely formulated hypotheses.
Outlook
Cell biology is transitioning into a quantitative science characterized by increasing integration of modeling into experiment. In this transition, we have to proceed with numerous, often arbitrary, assumptions about the nature of processes and parameter values governing cell systems. One great future challenge is to improve quantitative experimental methods with an eye toward synchronizing modeling and experiments. Then, frequent backand-forth between theory and experiment using models of varying scope and level of realism will allow us to overcome the arbitrariness and uncertainty. Another significant challenge is to make switching from one type of model to another a more standard, less ad hoc procedure, to ease modeling use and integration between theory and experiment. Models along this course should be considered impermanent and should be judged by how useful they are and what we can learn from them, not by how close we are to the elusive whole-cell model. discussions. This work was supported by NIH grant 2R01GM068952 and NSF grant DMS-1118206 to A.M. As genomic sequencing projects attempt ever more ambitious integration of genetic, molecular, and phenotypic information, a specialization of genomics has emerged, embodied in the subdiscipline of computational genomics. Models inherited from population genetics, phylogenetics, and human disease genetics merge with those from graph theory, statistics, signal processing, and computer science to provide a rich quantitative foundation for genomics that can only be realized with the aid of a computer. Unleashed on a rapidly increasing sample of the planet's 10 30 organisms, these analyses will have an impact on diverse fields of science while providing an extraordinary new window into the story of life.
S ince the first genome sequences were obtained in the mid-1970s (1, 2), computers have been necessary for processing (3) and archiving (2, 4) sequence data. However, the discipline of computational genomics traces its roots to 1980, when Smith and Waterman developed an algorithm to rapidly find the optimal comparison (alignment) of two sequences of length n among the more than 3 n possibilities (2, 5), and Stormo et al. built a linear threshold function to search a library of 78,000 nucleotides of Escherichia coli messenger RNA sequence for ribosome binding sites (6) . What seemed large data sets for biology then don't seem so today, as high-throughput, short-read sequencing machines churn out terabytes of data (2, 7) . We have seen a 10,000-fold sequencing performance improvement in the past 8 years, far outpacing the estimated 16-fold improvement in computational power under Moore's law (8) . Using genomics data to model genome evolution, mechanism, and function is now the heart of a lively field.
Every genome is the result of a mostly shared, but partly unique, 3.8-billion-year evolutionary journey from the origin of life. Diversity is created mostly by copy errors during replication. These create single-base changes, which are known as substitutions if spread to the whole population (fixed) or single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) if not uniformly present in the population (segregating). Replication errors also create insertions and deletions (collectively, indels), as well as tandem duplications where a short sequence is repeated sequentially. Chromosomes often exchange long similar segments through the process of homologous recombination. Specific sequences of DNA, known as transposable elements, have the capacity to replicate themselves within the cell, using machinery analogous to that found in certain viruses, leaving many copies (9) . Rearrangements lead to patterns such as inversions, segmental deletions and duplications (causing copy number variants), chromosome fusion and fission, and translocations between chromosomes (10). At the largest scale, occasionally the whole genome is duplicated, greatly increasing its gene content (11) . The present diversity of life was created gradually through these edits and is manifest in the germline genotype of each living individual. Starting from the germline genotype, the genomes of the somatic cells continue to experience similar edits during the lifetime of every individual, some undergoing a kind of evolutionary process called somatic selection that plays a role in cancer and immunity (2, 12) .
Genomes are the core of the molecular mechanisms of cells, and of the physical properties (or phenotype) of organisms. They contain recipes of the active molecules of the cell, proteins, and their messenger RNAs, as well as other functional RNAs. Sequencing technology is used to determine RNA abundance (13) , subcellular location (14) , splicing isoforms (15), secondary structure (16) , and rates of engagement with molecular complexes such as the ribosome (17) . It is used to assay the epigenetic mechanisms that regulate RNA and protein production and function, including methylation (2, 18), histone modifications (19) , transcription factor binding (20) , chromatin accessibility (21), and chromatin three-dimensional interactions (2, 22) . When applied to these data, computational genomics builds models of epigenetic mechanisms and gene regulatory networks (2, 23) , articulating with the broader models of molecular systems biology such as protein signaling cascades, metabolic pathways, and regulatory network motifs (24) .
Combining evolutionary, mechanistic, and functional models, computational genomics interprets genomic data along three dimensions. A gene is simultaneously a DNA sequence evolving in time (history), a piece of chromatin that interacts with other molecules (mechanism), and, as a gene product, an actor in pathways of activity within the cell that affect the organism (function). Molecular phenotypes from epigenetic state and RNA expression levels are the first stations on the road from genotype to organismal phenotype, where evolutionary selection acts. Beyond the basics of storing, indexing, and searching the world's genomes, the three fundamental, interrelated challenges of computational genomics are to explain genome evolution, model molecular phenotypes as a consequence of genotype, and predict organismal phenotype.
Obtaining Genomic Sequences
Current methods in genome analysis start with genome assembly (2), the process of reconstructing an entire genome from relatively short random DNA fragments, called reads. Given sufficient read redundancy, or coverage depth, it is possible to detect read overlaps and thereby progressively reconstitute most of the genome sequence (2). However, this ideal scenario is complicated by the fact that genomes commonly contain large redundant regions (repeats), or regions where the statistical distribution of bases is significantly biased (lowcomplexity DNA), leading to coincidental, spurious read overlaps. These create complex networks of read-to-read overlaps that do not all reflect actual overlaps in the genome. The most persistent difficulty of assembly is to determine which overlaps are legitimate and which are spurious. This problem is NP-hard, which means that it is at least as hard as any problem in the class of problems that can be solved in nondeterministic polynomial time (2) . Therefore, we expect that the only efficient solutions will be heuristic methods that are not guaranteed to find the optimal solution. For this reason, difficult regions of genomes are left as undetermined gaps (2), prone to errors (2), or costly to finish (2) . Newer sequencing technologies, producing longer reads (2), may alleviate this problem.
After the first complete genome from a species is assembled (the reference genome), new genomes from that species or closely related species are generally not assembled de novo but are assembled using the reference genome as a template, exploiting similarities derived from the common evolutionary ancestor. Reads from the new genome are mapped (aligned) onto the reference genome (2), and systematic discordances are detected (2) . This process may be used simply to enumerate the variants present in the new genome, or to guide the complete assembly of the new genome (called reference-based assembly) (2). However, with short reads, mapping algorithms may also be confounded by repeats (2), and both mappers and reference-based assemblers tend to bias toward the reference genome, occasionally treating genuine variants as noise (2) . As technology improves toward longer reads, we expect improvements here too.
Modeling the Evolution of Genotype
Genomes are compared by alignment: The bases of DNA are partitioned into sets (columns) that are putatively derived from a suitably recent common ancestor. From this, we can analyze what was conserved or changed during the evolution of the genomes from their common ancestor. At a large scale, alignments can indicate changes in segment order and copy number, and at a small scale they can indicate specific base substitutions (see Fig. 1 ).
As in genome assembly, the primary challenge is to distinguish spurious sequence similarities from those due to common ancestry. Regions of genomes that are subject to purifying selection in which similarity of sequence is conserved, such as orthologous protein-coding regions, can often be reliably aligned across great evolutionary distances, such as between vertebrates and invertebrates. Regions that are neutrally drifting (i.e., not under positive or negative selection) diverge much more quickly, and can be reliably aligned only if they diverged recently (e.g., within the past 100 million years for two vertebrate genomes) (2) . It is therefore common to distinguish alignments of subregions (local alignments) (2) from alignments of complete sequences (global alignments) (2) or even complete genomes (genome alignments) (2). Local alignments are typically used between conserved functional regions of more Because the genomic sequence contains a repeated sequence, the reads coming from the two copies of the repeat overlap and must be separated by the assembly software to produce a linear assembly. (B) Alignment of five sequences and an outgroup. Each row is a sequence; each column is a set of bases that descend from a common ancestral base. Six columns are highlighted. Column 4 contains a base that is fixed among the five sequences, whereas the other columns contain segregating SNPs. The trees on the sides represent two alternative ways of representing the phylogeny between the sequences. The left tree is optimal in terms of substitution complexity for columns 1, 2, and 3; the right tree is optimal for columns 4, 5, and 6. Given the difference between the two trees, a recombination event may have occurred between columns 3 and 5.
distantly related genomes (2) . Conversely, full genome alignments become practical when comparing genomes from closely related species.
When applied to more than two species or to multiple gene copies within a species, phylogenetic methods provide an explicit order of gene descent through shared ancestry. When the model of evolution is restricted to consider only indels and substitutions (the most common events), the phylogeny is represented by a single tree in which the terminal (leaf) nodes represent the observed (present-day) sequences, the branches represent direct lines of descent, and the internal nodes represent the putative ancestral sequences (2) . Finding the optimal phylogeny under probabilistic or parsimony models of substitutions (and also of indels) is NP-hard (2), and considerable effort has been devoted to obtaining efficient and accurate heuristic solutions.
Phylogenetic analysis is complicated by homologous recombination, which creates DNA molecules whose parts have different evolutionary histories (Fig. 2) . The coalescent model with recombination (2) models the evolutionary history of a gene with both substitutions and homologous recombination. Individual histories of parts are represented in an alignment with a separate phylogenetic (coalescent) tree for each base (2) .
Evolutionary relationships between DNA sequences may also include balanced structural rearrangements that change the order and the orientation of the bases in the genome, as well as segmental duplications, gains, and losses that alter the number of copies of homologous bases (2). Unfortunately, these processes are usually modeled and treated separately from one another, and separately from substitutions and short indels. The construction of a mathematically and algorithmically tractable unified theory of genome evolution, in which stochastic processes jointly describe base substitution, recombination, rearrangement, and the various forms of duplication, gain, and loss, remains a major challenge for the field (2). With incomplete knowledge of the mathematical difficulties inherent in such a model, it is hard to predict when, if ever, such a model will be forthcoming. The only thing we are assured of is that projects such as the 1000 Genomes Project (2) will be producing massive amounts of data from which to build and test (via likelihood methods) a variety of approximate models.
From Genotype to Phenotype
Geneticists have correlated genomic mutations to phenotypic differences for many years, but today they do so at an unprecedented scale. Sequencing surveys across vertebrates [Genome 10K (2)], insects [i5K (2)], plants (2), microorganisms (2), cell lineages (2), and "metagenomes" (obtained by sequencing DNA from environmental samples containing an unknown collection of organisms) (2) present us with tens of thousands of genomes and challenge us to rework and deepen our methods. To date, such studies have given us concrete examples of the unfolding history and diversity of life, explored the ties between the body's microbial populations and our health, and investigated the response of species to current environmental changes such as climate shift, disease, and competitors (2) . Future studies could be coupled with experimental data derived from an expansion of cell culture resources for diverse species and tissues (2) and newer single-cell assay methodologies (2), allowing deeper comparisons.
When studying the population genetics of a single species, the recombination rate determines how likely it is that proximal sequence variants share the same coalescent tree (2) . Lack of recombination leads to linkage disequilibrium, in which nearby segregating variants are correlated. This phenomenon is exploited in correlating specific segregating variants with phenotypic traits or diseases-for example, in genome-wide association studies conducted with microarrays or incomplete sequencing data (2). However, this same phenomenon limits the resolution of these approaches in finding the actual causal variant. Genome-wide association studies are also blind to the patterns of allele segregation in close relatives. Future genotype-phenotype studies using complete genomes will increasingly use genotypic context in related as well as unrelated cases and controls, combined with better prediction of the possible effects of genome variants, to identify causal variants (2) .
Large projects such as ENCODE (2), modENCODE (2) , and the Epigenomics Roadmap (2) are providing data on the epigenome and the transcriptional machinery needed to construct models of molecular phenotypes involving epigenetic state, RNA expression, and (inferred) protein levels, requiring specialized analysis tools. Genome browsers such as Ensembl (2) Fig. 2 . The dynamic processes that affect and are affected by the genome. Top: The genome changes as it is modified by random mutations. At the larger scale, homologous recombination events swap equivalent pieces of DNA, rearrangements reconnect different regions of DNA, and transposable elements can self-reproduce. At the finer scale, small modifications such as substitutions and insertion/deletion events occur. Bottom: The genome affects the molecular processes in the cell, namely the transcription of genes and functional RNA, which through pathways affect the phenotype of the organism by causing phenotypes such as disease and other specific traits. Through natural selection, the phenotypes condition the selective pressure on the genome favoring or disfavoring specific mutations.
of these data, along with background knowledge and various modeling results. Because many key elements of epigenetics, RNA expression, and protein production cannot be directly measured and therefore must be inferred, the mathematical models of these processes contain numerous latent (hidden) variables, often one for every site in the genome. Approaches include hidden Markov models (2), factor graphs (2), Bayesian networks (2), and Markov random fields (2) . Model inference (parameter estimation) and model application (computation of conditional and marginal probabilities) are large-scale computational tasks.
Genotype determines phenotype via epigenetic, transcriptional, and proteomic state. Classification and regression methods that are used to predict phenotype from genotype can take advantage of estimates of these intermediate states as additional or alternate inputs (2) . These methods include general linear models, neural networks (2), and support vector machines (2) , preferred in part because of their ability to cope with very high-dimensional input feature spaces (i.e., with many measured variables). There is currently more to be gained in predicting phenotype by incorporating biological knowledge to improve the input feature space-for example, by substituting inferred transcript levels or inferred protein activity levels for raw gene expression measurements (2)-than by using yet more sophisticated techniques of classification and regression.
Looking Ahead to Applications
Understanding the shared evolutionary history of life starts by storing, indexing, and comparing genomes. It requires tools to rapidly produce evolutionarily related segments of DNA according to a model of genome evolution when prompted with a query segment. How will this be accomplished as we collectively grow from petabytes (10 15 bytes) of genome data today to exabytes (10 18 bytes) tomorrow? One possibility may be to use differential compression based on the inferred evolutionary trajectory of genomes, where each sequence is represented as a set of differences from its inferred parent (2) . This may allow us to create a new web of genetic information that is compact, rapidly searchable, and directly reflects the natural origin of genomic relatedness.
Genomics has had a profound effect on medicine and will continue to do so. Cancer therapeutics are expected to advance as a result, because genomic modifications are the source of nearly all cancers (2) . Within the body's somatic cells, genomic changes occur at random, from environmental impacts, or as a result of treatment; subpopulations of genetically distinct cancer cells expand and compete (2) . Sequencing a sample of a cancer patient's noncancerous tissue reveals the patient's genome at birth (i.e., germline genome). Comparing this to the genome obtained from a tumor biopsy then reveals the mutations that have occurred subsequently in the patient's cancer cells. Tracking tumor genomes in this manner from early disease through each stage of treatment will become the norm and will inform therapeutic decisions (2) . Changes that are readily detectable only through computational methods in genotype, epigenetic state, gene expression pattern, and activated pathway structure will provide crucial information on the state of the tumor during initial tumor growth and during the emergence of resistance to therapy (2) . Recurring tumor-specific genomic variants and intermediate molecular phenotypes that drive cancer and determine patient response to therapy will come more clearly to light (2) and will be translated into bettertargeted cancer diagnosis and treatment (2) .
Other fields of medicine will also benefit from computational methods and findings. For example, immune cells undergo specific mutations through rounds of somatic selection (2), accompanied by changes in epigenetic state, gene expression pattern, and activated pathway structure. Deep sequencing of Tcell receptors and B cell antibodies (2), coupled with genome-wide measurements of genetic variation, epigenetic state, and gene expression pattern in immune cells, will be used to model immune cell function and correlate immune response with antigen. High-throughput genomics data will be used in vaccine design (including cancer immunotherapy) and the treatment of infectious diseases (2), autoimmune diseases, and compromised immune systems resulting from chemotherapy, transfusions, transplants, and stem cell therapies (2) .
Genomic variants, epigenetic state, and expression pattern play key roles in stem cell therapies and basic science applications of stem cells that can only be discerned through the use of computational tools (2) . Induced pluripotent stem (iPS) cells and lineage-specific directly reprogrammed cells are made from somatic cells (2) that have already incurred somatic mutations and are cultured in conditions that may select for further mutations (2) . These mutations will soon be assessed with whole-genome analysis. Measurements of epigenetic modification and gene expression will confirm the pluripotent or lineage-specific status of the reprogrammed cells and verify that the epigenetic memory of the tissue from which they were derived is erased. Because every batch of reprogrammed cells will show some unexpected genetic mutations, epigenetic changes, and expression differences on a genome-wide level, some with consequences, the interpretation of these data will be of critical importance. In summary, the future of research into cancer, immunology, and stem cells involves all three key challenges of computational genomics: explaining (somatic) evolution, modeling molecular phenotype, and predicting organismal phenotype.
In addition to other medical applications, similar scenarios are playing out in applications of genomics in a wide range of fields, such as agriculture (2) and the study of human prehistory (2) . The increasing availability of data is leading to the development of elaborate multidimensional analysis tools incorporating DNA sequences, alignments, phylogenetic trees, lists of variants, epigenomic and functional assays, phenotypic changes, etc. To face the challenges of obtaining the maximum information from every sequencing experiment, we must borrow advances from a spectrum of different research fields and tie them together into foundational mathematical models implemented with numerical methods. There is a tension between the comprehensiveness of models and their computational efficiency. As this plays out, a comprehensive but computable model of genome evolution and its functional repercussions on organisms is taking shape, embodied in computational genomics. Yet we still await a formulation that is both simple and expressive enough to compare models, store information, and communicate results in an exabyte age. As a common language develops, shaped by our increasing knowledge of biology, we anticipate that computational genomics will provide enhanced ability to explore and exploit the genome structures and processes that lie at the heart of life.
